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The Manager’s Corner
BY TIM W.

That means we are talking a lot about Step One right
now, and it is always interesting and beneficial to see
what that means to me at this point. Because it is only
in retrospect that I can clearly see just how bad it actually was. How I kept doing the same thing over and over
thinking it would be different this time.
You guys took in a sick, sad, sorry alcoholic who
could not see himself for what he truly was and you saw
the light in him that he could not see in himself. Not
until you slowly and patiently taught him to.

This is always a good time of year for me. The
holidays are over and things are getting back to normal.
Also, I have my A.A. Birthday on the 3rd (37 years) and
that always feels good too. People have said to me “Oh,
New Years got you huh?” My response is always that I
don’t even remember Thanksgiving from that time period. The 3rd was just the day I couldn’t do it anymore.
Things had gotten worse faster than I could lower my
standards.
I appreciate that in the morning meeting I
attend we usually correspond the month with the Step.

Thank you for my life.

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

Get Involved!

Announcements


Your Central Office is seeking original artwork donations for its Silent Art Auction event that will take place from 25:00pm on Saturday, March 7th at the Unitarian Society of Santa Barbara, 1535 Santa Barbara St.



The SWACYPAA VII Host Committee will be hosting “Bill & Bob’s Blackout Bingo” on January 18th at the Alano
Club, 235 E. Cota. There will be a speaker meeting at 1:00pm and bingo starting at 2:30pm. Pre-sale tickets are $5
now, $10 at the door. No one will be turned away for a lack of funds.



Santa Barbara's General Service Panel for District 23 is hosting a FREE Sponsorship Workshop on February 8 th from
2-5:00pm at the Veterans' Memorial Building, 112 W. Cabrillo Blvd. Food & refreshments to start, and a panel discussion to follow. Expect lively discussion topics, questions from the audience, and helpful information for oldtimers, newcomers, sponsors, and sponsees alike. Please join us and bring along an alcoholic friend or two!

Service Committees


District 23’s General Service Representatives (GSR) meet on the 1 st Monday of each month, 6:00pm at Holy
Cross Church, 1740 Cliff Dr. (rear of building).



District 23’s Intergroup Committee (IGR) meets on the 2 nd Tuesday of each month, 6:00pm at your Central Office, 14 W. Anapamu.



Hospitals & Institutions Committee meets on the 2 nd Monday of each month at First Presbyterian Church, 21 E.
Constance. Orientation meeting at 5:30pm. Regular business meeting at 6:00pm.



Santa Barbara A.A. Convention Committee meets on the 2 nd Thursday of each month (except December),
6:00pm at your Central Office, 14 W. Anapamu.



SWACYPAA VII Host Committee meets on the 2 nd and 4th Sundays of every month, 1:00pm at the Santa Barbara Alano Club, 235 E. Cota.
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Member Submission
didn’t have faith that things were going to “work out”
unless I got what I wanted. I was benchmarking my happiness to external circumstances, people, and things.
Fortunately, A.A. never gave me the things I
wanted back then. If it had, I’d probably be in a far
worse place today. Instead, A.A. provided me with a
change in perception that allowed me to discover new
meaning in the parts of life that I had ignored for far too
long.
In going through the Steps, I’ve learned that
happiness is not about getting what I want; but rather,
it’s about surrendering control, wanting less, and giving
more. A.A. helped me discover a life where I can be
free—free from alcohol, free from my mental obsessions, and free from fear. When I emphasize the principles of A.A. in my life, I can sit back and relax knowing
that everything will work out exactly as it should. And
for that, I am grateful.

WANTING LESS
BY BOB G.
As I approach my fifth year of sobriety, I’m filled
with an overwhelming sense of gratitude for the life I
discovered through the 12 Steps of Alcoholics Anonymous. I say “discovered” rather than “received” because
through A.A., I’ve learned that everything I’ve ever
needed has been within reach all along. It was just that
in the mental fog of alcoholism, I was unable to see it.
When I first entered the rooms of A.A., I couldn’t see how the program could possibly give me everything I wanted. Thinking back on that now, I was right.
Most of what I wanted was external: material possessions, validation from others, money, the list goes on.
However, when I started getting into the program, I began to see that all of those wants were rooted in fear. I

“They live today in the Twelve Traditions of Alcoholics Anonymous, which—God willing—shall sustain us in unity for
so long as He may need us.”
Twelve Steps & Twelve Traditions, page 131
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On the First Step
"We admitted we were powerless over alcohol—that our lives had become unmanageable.”
I was still living in Detroit back in the early ’70s.
Once I came out of a blackout sitting in a restaurant in a
booth with some people that I didn’t even know. I got up
to go to the bathroom to try and clear my head. I went
outside and looked around and realized that I was in Chicago. To this day, I have no idea how I got there or why.
That was just one of many such events.
The last time I quit drinking prior to AA was in
September of 1977. I managed to get a job and whiteknuckle it for two months. I had a clean place to live and
clean clothes, I was eating every day. I had a lot to be
thankful for. The previous two years I had been mostly
homeless, friendless and hopeless. My drinking had cost
me a marriage, a very good job, most all of my possessions and all of my self-worth.
Then the four-day weekend of Thanksgiving
came and a four-day drunk ensued. I don’t remember
how or why it happened, but I came out of my blackout
lying in a snow bank about 40 miles outside of town. I
should have frozen to death, but God looks out for
drunks and fools.
The next day when I crawled into work, a
coworker asked me if I had had enough yet. What a question. The hand of AA was reaching out to me. My new
friend, who was to become my first sponsor, took me to
my first AA meeting. He told me the only requirement
was a desire to stop drinking. He also told me that I needed two things: an open mind and a willingness to learn. I
had been a steady drinker since I was 13. Yes, I had a desire to stop drinking and I was also willing to go to any
lengths.
Looking back over my life, I am now able to see
that something or someone was always looking out for
me. The nuns at school, helping me to complete high
school. The union getting me my apprenticeship back and
helping me complete my training for a journeyman’s
card. My uncle getting me out of juvenile detention more
times than I care to count.
I am comfortably retired now. I am living a productive life and have a loving wife of more than 30 years.
With the help of AA and the example of the hundreds of
AA brothers and sisters, I’ve not had a drink since my first
meeting. I still attend at least three meetings a week and
it’s a joy for me.
I’m now able to more freely give back what was
given to me 38 years ago. I get to ask other men ... Have
you had enough yet? I know that when that person has
had enough, we will be there for him.

HAD ENOUGH?
He thought he had power over alcohol, until one
day someone asked him a question that had only
one answer
BY PATRICK J.
I grew up in a large industrial city in the Midwest.
My mother was a single parent to my older brother and
me. My father left when I was 2 years old and my brother
was 4. He would reappear now and again during our
childhood.
Drinking was predominant in the factory culture
of my friends and their families. However, no one in my
family drank. I had one aunt who used drugs for her migraines. I, however, was drawn to alcohol starting in middle school.
Mom worked long hours in a furniture store as a
bookkeeper. We had very little supervision so I was free
to pursue my drinking. I worked on weekends for my uncle; that gave me money to drink.
I went to a small Catholic school and managed to
graduate high school. The nuns were very kind to me. My
mother died at the start of my senior year and the nuns
were determined to see me graduate. After graduation, I
tested for, and was awarded, an apprenticeship at one of
the auto companies. I wanted to be an electrician so I
could roam the Western states working for the power
companies as a lineman. It would have been the next
best thing to being a cowboy in the old west. But the
company had other ideas and made me a tool and die
maker.
Most of the guys I worked with went out to the
bar for lunch. I was happy to join them. It was easy to get
an ID showing that I was 21. After work, it was right back
to the bar. The apprenticeship was 8,000 hours long. One
day, at 5,000 hours, I went to the bar for lunch as usual,
but this time I brought a bottle back in to work with me. I
was sitting on a workbench, drunk as a skunk, and got
caught by security. They fired me. Luckily, the union got
my job back. I was able to complete the apprenticeship
despite my poor behavior. “Someone” was looking out
for me.
I quit drinking many times during my life, but I
didn’t know that I had a problem. Each time I started to
drink again, I’d wake up somewhere and wonder how it
had happened again. I would never remember what it
was that made me drink again. I did not understand how
alcohol was stronger than my will to stop drinking.

—From the January 2019 Grapevine
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The Messenger is published by
YOUR Central Office.

December Birthdays
Member
Ali E.
Carol A.
Henry C.
Susan B.
Joe R.
Nathan H.
Jennifer S.
Nathan
Maggie T.
Patty H.
Travis
Jim M.
Kelly B.
Roberta T.
Bret M.
Brian K.
Tom T.
Dave D.
Brian A.
Lisa A.
Daniel
Dave J.
Kelly B.
Clay C.
Natalie B.
Lyle
Matt
Dean
Dean P.
Pauleen
Spencer W.
Joe R.

Years
2
3
3
4
4
4
4
5
5
6
6
6
7
7
7
8
8
9
10
11
12
13
16
19
28
30
30
31
31
36
37
41

Please send submissions to:
manager@santabarbaraAA.com

Have an AA birthday? Please let
your Central Office know so that we
can print it in The Messenger.

Central Office Statistics
During December, your Central Office had:

AA Info Calls

155

Alanon Referrals

2

Other Referrals

0

12 Step Calls

9

12 Step Office

0

Out of Town Visitors

1

Office Walk Ins
Website Pageviews

372
7,510

“Under the lash of alcoholism, we are driven to A.A., and there we discover the fatal nature of our situation.”
Twelve Steps & Twelve Traditions, page 24
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Member Submission
A few weeks later, in July of 2018, a group of 25
members of SBYPAA attended SWACYPAA V in Tuscon,
Arizona. We had by far the largest group attending of any
YPAA Committee from outside of the Tucson area. We
stood on stage, 25 members strong, and made a commitment to the Advisory Council and to each other to return
again the following year with a formal bid.
After SWACYPAA V, a new SBYPAA committee
was elected with a goal of starting the bid process right
away. One of the biggest obstacles of hosting a conference of this magnitude in Santa Barbara has always been
WHERE? There are very few places in Santa Barbara that
can accommodate that many people at an affordable
rate. A facilities subcommittee was formed almost immediately, and we got to work looking for a suitable venue.
We looked at every possibility and considered nothing to
be off the table (including cruise ships, campgrounds, and
everything in between).
In August of 2019, SBYPAA traveled to Las Vegas,
Nevada for SWACYPAA VI and to present our bid to host
the seventh SWACYPAA. We had thirty-four members in
tow. We submitted a 52 page bid packet outlining three
proposed locations for the conference, which included a
group of hotels in Goleta, Live Oak Campground in Santa
Barbara, and a proposal for the Crowne Plaza Hotel in
Ventura.
Throughout the weekend, we participated in bid
city round-robins with Advisory, competed in (and won) a
friendly “Battle of the Bids” Big Book trivia contest, and
performed our bid skit live on stage before the Conference attendees. At the main speaker meeting on Saturday
night, the crowd was full of anticipation. Everyone wanted to know one thing: “Where is it going?” The Advisory
Council took the stage at the close of the meeting and
announced their decision with much fanfare: SWACYPAA
VII would be hosted by Santa Barbara AA in 2020!
The dream had been fulfilled. This will be the first
regional AA conference of any type to be hosted by our
community. It is a singular opportunity for us to share the
magical experience of a large-scale YPAA conference with
every member of Santa Barbara AA. The sleepless nights,
the miles of road travelled, the resentments, the amends,
and the personal sacrifices made were all worth it.
From the beginning, we always said it wasn’t
about getting the conference, but about the relationships
we were building together and all that we were learning
while working towards a common goal. We hope you will
join us in 2020. It will truly be an experience you must not
miss.

THE ROAD TO SWACYPAA VII
BY MIKE E.
For those of our members who have not yet
heard the news, next year there will be a major conference of Alcoholics Anonymous in our area that is being
hosted by a committee from Santa Barbara. What started
out as a dream has manifested into reality.
The journey really began back in 2004 when a
Young People in Alcoholics Anonymous (YPAA) service
committee was originally formed to serve Santa Barbara
AA. Over the ensuing years, SBYPAA has been through ups
and downs, and even some periods of dormancy. While
active from 2004 through 2007, the committee did not
exist after 2007 until it was re-formed in 2014.
In the Spring of 2017, elections were scheduled,
but only four people showed up. Discouraged but still determined, those few in attendance made a group conscience to reconvene two weeks later and each would
bring one or two additional AA members with them. At
that next round, there were enough people present to
elect the bare bones of a service committee.
The newly formed service committee of AA
jumped into their work of carrying the message with a
passion. A few months later, four of its members took to
the road and attended SWACYPAA IV in Orange County.
Three members of that contingent stood together onstage and submitted a “token bid” to host SWACYPAA in
the future. Their “token bid” was in essence a promise to
put in the necessary work and to come back the following
year with a formal bid to host the six-state conference in
Santa Barbara.
The work that goes into putting together a bid to
host a conference with an average attendance of between 600-800 people is huge. There are many requirements that must be included in a bid packet. A committee
must secure hotel contract proposals, create a detailed
budget, include a full program of events and meetings,
write bylaws, and consider every aspect of the conference
experience.
That following summer, about a month prior to
the SWACYPAA V conference, a small group gathered at
Central Office to look at where they were in the bid process. After some discussion, the group agreed that they
had underestimated the amount of time and energy required to complete our bid and that submitting a bid under such circumstances was not prudent. We had fallen
short of our goal, and it was a demoralizing experience for
a moment. The group, however, would not be deterred
from attending the conference and being of service as we
had planned.
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Group Contributions to Central Office
Group

Oct 19

83-87 Group (pages)
Alano Friday nooner
Alano Monday nooner
Big Book Comes Alive Women's Meeting
Big Book Workshop Goleta
Carpinteria Homeboys
Casa Serena Wednesday-Women's Serenity Grp
El Montecito Carpinteria Friday
Eye Opener
Foundation Group
Grateful Group
Happy Destiny
Harbor Group
I Know!
Joy in Living
Junkyard Dogs
Just the Black Print
KCB-Keep Coming Back-ALL
Keeping it Real
Key Group-ALL #177
Men on a Mission #191
Men Who Have Lost Their Legs #164
Monday at a Time
Newhouse ll speaker
Noon Men's Carp.
Off-Center Group
On Awakening
One Way - Private
Promises #157
Questions & Answers #094
Rigorous Honesty #067
Saturday Night Sobriety Grp #130
SBAA Convention
Serenity by the Sea
Sought Through Prayer & Med.
Speak Easy Step and Tradi #159
Start Your Day Right #156
Starting Point
Stepping Stones Women's Mtg #068
Summerland/Montecito Thursday #183
Sunday Go To Meeting #143
Sunday Night Speaker Meeting Goleta
Sundowner Group #011
Thursday Ladies Nite #180
Turning Point #187
Upon Awakening-Daily Reflections
Upper Village People
Way of Life #117
Wednesday Night Loft
TOTAL

7

Nov 19

Dec 19

TOTAL

675.00
0.00
0.00
121.38
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
320.00
0.00
60.00
0.00
476.52
70.20
85.50
0.00
291.60
542.87
43.80
500.00
0.00
0.00
283.56
0.00
80.00
0.00
159.00
70.60
0.00
0.00
12.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
11.00
0.00
950.00
67.20
0.00
426.60
0.00
366.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
158.78
150.00

739.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
300.00
62.00
142.00
0.00
176.32
0.00
199.80
580.77
0.00
0.00
50.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
444.80
65.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
321.00
4.00
24.00
33.00
0.00
62.50
0.00
60.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
55.00
0.00
218.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
72.00
56.37
0.00

692.00
39.88
28.00
0.00
90.00
0.00
63.00
0.00
395.00
0.00
0.00
30.60
562.16
0.00
0.00
70.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
505.00
0.00
101.00
0.00
275.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
12.00
0.00
2,640.92
0.00
0.00
0.00
1,386.00
0.00
48.60
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
111.50
484.00
120.60
0.00
163.18
0.00

2,106.00
39.88
28.00
121.38
90.00
300.00
125.00
142.00
715.00
176.32
60.00
230.40
1,619.45
70.20
85.50
120.00
291.60
542.87
43.80
944.80
65.00
505.00
283.56
101.00
80.00
275.00
159.00
70.60
321.00
4.00
48.00
33.00
2,640.92
62.50
11.00
60.00
2,336.00
67.20
48.60
426.60
55.00
366.00
218.00
111.50
484.00
120.60
72.00
378.33
150.00

5,921.61

3,665.56

7,818.44

17,405.61

CENTRAL OFFICE
14 W. Anapamu Street
Santa Barbara, CA 93031
(805) 962-3332
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